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Neocorporatism and Incomes Policy in
Western Europe and North America
Gary Marks

Pathbreakinganalyses of neocorporatismin western advanced industrialsocieties
have, paradoxicallyenough, been accompaniedby profound skepticism regarding
the viabilityand generalizabilityof neocorporatistpolicymaking.Ratherthan stressing the stability of the phenomenonthey analyze, as they have on occasion been
accused of doing, the leading scholars of corporatismhave generally emphasized
the specific requisiteson which neocorporatistbargainsrest and the strengthof the
disintegratingforces they face.'
This is not, perhaps, surprising.Neocorporatistpolicymakingpresupposes consensus ratherthan conflict among the majorgroupingsin society. It is, essentially,
an approachto problem-solving'that demands cooperation between the state and
functional interest groups, especially those representingcapital and labor, in the
formulationand implementationof public policies. Such cooperation, particularly
with regardto the central issues of economic policy, is likely to rest on restrictive
conditions regarding both the political interrelationshipsand representational
structure of major groups and social classes. As a goal, strategy, or ideal of
government, we are likely to find much evidence of neocorporatism;as an institutionalizedpractice, neocorporatismis a relatively unusual phenomenon.
In this vein, GerhardLehmbruchhas noted that explicit corporatistarrangements
are prone to "overload"and concludes his authoritativeoverview of liberal corporatismwith the remarkthat, "since its capacity for consensus-buildingis limited, it
would be unrealisticto consider corporatismas a realisticalternativeto representative government and the party system."2 In several articles, Leo Panitch has
explored the underlying causes and implications of "the manifest instability of
corporatistarrangementsin liberaldemocraciesby the late sixties and early 1970s,"
while Philippe Schmitter has noted the difficulties involved in change towards
neocorporatist interest group/state relations and has stressed that "established,
societally ccorporatistsystems are also facing new tensions which they, too, seem
incapable of resolving."3
The problems of institutionalizationand continuity are especially severe in the
core field of neocorporatistpolicymaking,consensual incomes policy, consisting of
the negotiatedcooperationof government,unions, and employersto coordinateand
constrainwage increases (and, in some cases, prices and profits)in the context of a
comprehensive macroeconomic program. In the first place, this form of
policymakingmust surmountvarying degrees of class animosity directed against
any form of institutionalizedwage restraint, whether bargainedor not. Industrial
relations combine divisive issues of authority,economic reward, and the distribu253
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tion of these with entrenched actors who, in every industrialized society, have a
history of overt and sometimes bitter conflict. Second, the extent to which workers
and employers can effectively voice their interests at the national level and act on
any bargains that are struck there is more the outcome of deep-seated historical
development than of presently perceived need. Unions in most advanced industrial
societies have been remarkably stable in their organizational configuration despite
radical changes in function.
This paper is concerned with the experience of incomes policy, in particular
consensual incomes policy, in the major industrialized societies of the West. When
and how frequently have incomes policies been adopted? What forms have incomes
policies taken? And what are the major requisites of consensual incomes policy,
and to what extent are they met in western democracies?
In taking stock of the postwar experience of neocorporatism in the sphere of
economic policy, it becomes clear that we lack even the most primitive conceptual
tools to distinguish different forms of incomes policy. The literature on neocorporatism has developed rich and varied typologies of interest group structure,
policymaking networks, and modes of interest intermediation, but it has been less
adept at conceptualizing variations in the practice of policy.4 In the case of incomes
policy, the need for such conceptualization is vital. Although all incomes policies
may be minimally defined as modes of systematic state intervention in wage regulation, they vary in several other respects that are crucial to neocorporatism. The
following dimensions are designed to capture the most important sources of this
variation.
Policy FormulationState interventionmay take place in the context of a bargaining
process, or it may be imposed unilaterallyon trade unions and/or employers.
Policy ScopeThe incomes policy may comprisea broad-basedprogram,covering such
factors as employmentand wage differentials,or it may be confinednarrowlyto a form
of centralizedwage restraint.
Policy ImplementationThe implementationof the incomes policy may be extended to
unions and/or employers' associations as a quasi-publicresponsibility,or it may be
monopolizedby the state.
Although one can find historical examples of diverse combinations of incomes
policy formulation, scope, and implementation, I would suggest that the polarities
within these dimensions "hang together" in two logically consistent ideal types:
consensual incomes policy, bargained incomes policy of wide policy scope enforced
by the participating organizations themselves; and compulsory incomes policy,
imposed incomes policy of narrow policy scope enforced unilaterally by the state.
A typology along these lines appears to be sufficiently concrete to be useful in
analyzing the experience of incomes policy in individual countries, yet sufficiently
abstract to travel among all western industrialized societies. Instances of compulsory incomes policy would include the 1972 statutory wages freeze in Britain,
recent legislative wage measures in Denmark, and the 1971 wages and prices freeze
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in the United States.5 Examples of consensual incomes policy that closely approximate the pure type are found in the Norwegianexperience since 1962, culminating
in the comprehensive incomes policy negotiated in 1976 (kombiniertoppgjor, literally combinedsettlement).As Don Schwerinhas observed of the 1976agreement,
"Thekombiniertoppgjiorenlargedthe familiarcentralizedwage agreementto cover
not only industrialwages, but also taxes, salaries, pensions, food prices, child
support payments, farm support prices, and so on. ... All organizations in a
position to nullify the deal had access. The principals were committed to the
agreement since the bargainingmode of arriving at the package deal implied a
unanimity decision rule: parties had to agree before any agreement could be
struck."6Implementationof the agreement was largely the responsibilityof each
highlycentralizedinterestgroup, includingmost prominentlythe nationalfederation
of trade unions (the LO) and the national association of employers (the NAF).
Austrianincomes policy, embedded in the consociational arrangementsof "social
partnership"between Socialist and Catholicgroupings,and the system of incomes
policy in the Netherlands from 1950 to 1959 are also unambiguousexamples of
consensual incomes policy.7

However, before we leave the question of conceptualizingincomes policy, we
should note that not all cases of incomes policy can be so clearly analyzed in terms
of the polar types set out above. This is not simply because distinctions in the
middlegroundbecome blurred,but also because some variationsescape the typology together.
The first of these variations concerns the degree to which state interventionin
incomes policy formulationis explicit or implicit.The importanceof this is revealed
in the Swedish experience with incomes policy. Swedish industrial relations in
much of the post-World War II period are similar to those of Norway in many
respects, involving wage bargainingat the nationallevel between highly organized
and highly centralizedinterest groups which exert broad influence on government
policy through neocorporatist arrangements.These facets of policymakinghave
placed the Swedish case in the forefrontof analyses of neocorporatism.8However,
from 1952 until the mid 1970s, governmentsin Sweden played no institutionalized
role in wage negotiationsbetween the LO and the nationalemployers association,
the SAF. If one were to interpret literally the definition of incomes policy as
"systematic governmentinterventionin wage regulation,"it would be possible to
claim, as some observersdo, that for most of the post-WorldWarII period Swedish
governments had no incomes policy at all. However, definitions should provide
tools for understanding,not police conceptualboundaries.The underlyingsituation
in Sweden has been characterizedby an implicit set of political understandingsor
"bargains"between successive governmentsand the major interest groups which
have effectively provided the context for nationalwage agreements.9
A similarinformalityis present in the operationof the "social contract"between
British unions and the Labour Party in 1974-75. As observers pointed out, this
agreement is more accurately described as a "social compact," for it involved a
mutual understandingrather than an explicit contract.'0
The case of the "social contract" suggests the importanceof a second source of
255
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variationnot dealt with in the typology set out above, namely the possibility that
employers may be excluded or their acquiescence taken for granted in incomes
policies that in other respects approximatethe consensual type. The possibility of
bilateral negotiations between unions and the state, in which employers' associations appearas bystanders,derives from the recognitionthat labor is called upon
to make the most immediate and visible sacrifices and must be recompensed
accordingly.
On the basis of the types of consensual and compulsoryincomes policy, Appendix 1 provides an overview of incomes policy in fifteen western industrialized
societies from 1950 to 1980."

Explaining Consensual Incomes Policy
The study of consensual incomes policy may draw on a rich literature concerned
with neocorporatist arrangements in general. Four key characteristics of neocorporatist policymaking, distilled from this literature, will serve as a guide in analyzing the conditions of consensual incomes policy: participation of relevant interest
groups in the formulation and implementation of public policy; responsibility of
relevant interest groups for public policy; inclusiveness of groups participating in
public policy formulation; and centralization of public policy formulations. Each of
these poses a corresponding question for the pursuit of neocorporatist policymaking.
ParticipationWhy should governmentsshare their decisional authoritywith interest
groups, with the sacrifice of freedom of action that this involves?
ResponsibilityWhy shouldinterestgroupsagree to take on the burdenof responsibility
for the performanceof publicpolicy, with the consequentrisk of membershipdissatisfaction?
InclusivenessUnder what conditions will the numberof organizedbargainingagents in
the relevant sphere of policy be of manageableproportions?Conversely, under what
conditionswill governmentsfind organizedgroupsof sufficientscope and singularityto
make negotiationworthwhile?
CentralizationHow can the relevantinterestgroupseffectively implementbargainsthat
are struck at the nationallevel when they lack rational/legalauthority?How, in other
words, can quasi-private government work?

In meeting the conditions suggested in these questions, two factors have received

frequent,if ratherunsystematic,attention:socialist participationin governmentand
centralizedunion structure.Analysis of the role of these variablesdoes not promise
to provide a general theory explaining why consensual incomes policy arises-this
would demand a far more extensive format than that provided here, if it could in

principlebe achieved. A more exhaustive analysis of the conditions of consensual
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incomes policy would have to include several other variables, including most
notably economic vulnerability, type of electoral and party system, and country
size.'2 What is claimed here, however, is that socialist participation in government
and centralized union structure are vital conditions for stable consensual incomes
policy. Let us analyze them in turn.

Consensual Incomes Policy and Socialist Participation in Government
The effects of socialist participation in government may be viewed from two
perspectives, from that of the state and its willingness to grant interest groups,
particularly unions, participation in a key sphere of policy formulation, and from
that of the union and its willingness to take the risks of responsibility for wage
restraint.
The influence of socialist participation in government lies mainly in the close
links that are, in many cases, present between unions and left-wing parties. As
Gerhard Lehmbruch has pointed out:
Generallyspeaking,liberalcorporatismis most importantin those countrieswhere the
workingclass movementhad obtainedparticipationin politicalpowerby the channelof
the party system and where, in consequence, the trade unions had gained privileged
access to governmentaland administrativecenters of decision.'3
Governments in which socialist or social democratic parties participate are more
likely to be responsive both to procedural demands on the part of unions for a
pivotal role in the determination of incomes policy and to substantive demands
concerning the scope of the policy, particularly the inclusion of measures that offset
the sacrifice of wage restraint, such as income redistribution, high or full employment, worker participation, and extensions of unions' legal rights.
The need for such a broad approach to incomes policy if it is to gain the support
of unions is made clear by Andrew Shonfield in his seminal comparative study of
economic policies in advanced capitalist societies.
What a fully fledged "incomes policy" really implies is the equivalentof a new Social
Contract:it presupposesa society in whichthe differentinterestgroupshave markedout
a sufficient area of agreementabout the present distributionof wealth to deny themselves the right to try, in the future, to obtain certain advantages at each other's
expense. Without this, one or another will surely find sooner or later a tactical
opportunityfor redistributingsome of the existing wealth and exploit it-even if that
results in inflation.The common interset in avoidingthe erosion of money values will
not, by itself, be an overridingargumentagainst making such an attempt. All this is
anotherway of sayingthat a practicalapproachto a more rationalwages policy must be
deliberatelyand extensively political.'4
It has been argued that such "social contracts" are a means by which social
democratic governments may manipulate traditional fraternity within the working
257
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class to create industrial"peace" and suppresssubstantiveunion demands.15There
is little doubt that consensual incomes policy is associated with relativelylow strike
levels. But, as David Cameron, Francis Castles, Walter Korpi, and other public
policy analysts have shown, stable left-wing party control of government has
consistently paid off for unions in terms of low levels of unemployment,extensive
welfaresystems, and, arguably,greaterequalityof incomes.16This suggests that we
do not need to focus entirelyon the historiclinks between working-classpartiesand
trade unions to hypothesize a causal relationshipbetween socialist participationin
government and consensual incomes policy: a logic of exchange model appears
equally relevant. This is, indeed, the approachtaken by theorists who have focused
on the conditions of union consent to incomes policy. From this standpoint,Peter
Lange has argued that the state may play the roles of "guarantor,"assuring that
employers reinvest excess profits, and "compensator,"providingthe union with
various side payments such as those listed above.17
In creating favorable conditions for such an exchange, the mere presence of a
social democraticparty in governmentmay be insufficientif it lacks the ability to
control investment or if its tenure appears short-lived. For an exchange to take
place, unions must be convinced that the promised future benefits which are
conditionalon their present wage restraintwill in fact materialize,and this is likely
to depend on the efficacy of state influence in the economy and on the stability of
the government, in addition to its goodwill.18
While some attentionhas been given to the benefits of consensual incomes policy
for unions, it is less clear what governments stand to gain. The obvious answer,
wage restraintleading to reduced cost push and hence lower rates of inflation, is
problematic.First, consensual incomes policies have come up against acute problems of wage drift, increases in hourly or piece paymentsin excess of rates agreed
upon at the national level. Eric Schiffs study of wage drift in Sweden and John
Inman'sanalysis of the phenomenonin Norway reveal that, on average, wage drift
accounts for around 50 percent of total wage increases in these countries.19It is
quite possible that wage drift is an inherent limitation of centralized economic
control in a market-orientedsociety or, in Don Schwerin'swords, "a testament to
the limits of economic management."20
A second effect of consensual incomes policy that is consistent with a high rate of
inflation is the state's role as compensator for the costs incurredby unions and
employers. Instead of moderatingcompetitive pressures for a greater share of the
nationalproduct,unions and employersmay be able to create a producers'cartel at
the expense of less organizedand less powerfulgroupings,with the state payingthe
bill throughsuch means as tax and welfare policies targetedat union and employer
constituencies. In this scenario, consensual incomes policy may actually institutionalizeinflationarypressures rather than moderate them.
long-termrelationshipbetween
The evidence is not yet in, but no straightforward
consensual incomes policy and rates of inflationis observableat the aggregatelevel
for the period from 1960 to 1980.21This is a finding that is supportedby several
longitudinaleconometric studies of incomes policy in individualcountries.22
What is clear, however, is that societies in which consensual incomes policy has
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been most consistentlyemployed have been able to maintainrelativelylow levels of
unemploymentand strike activity.23This is congruent with the body of research
that has uncovered a strong negative relationshipbetween socialist participationin
government and both unemployment and strike volume in comparisons at the
nationallevel.24Thus governmentswilling and able to pursue consensual incomes
policy as a stable feature of economic policy are able to maintainrelatively high
levels of industrialpeace and employment,both of which presumablyhave electoral
payoffs.
However, the evidence on this should be interpretedcautiously, for it is highly
aggregateand static. To make strongercausal claims based on quantitativeevidence
in this field, we would need to compare the experience of incomes policy in a
particularsociety with the predictions of a counterfactualmodel based on what
would have happened, other things being equal, if no incomes policy operated.
Such a strategyof explanationwould requirefar greaterknowledgeof macrosocial
causal processes than we presentlypossess. The methodologicalchallengeof such a
strategyis compoundedbecause, as Appendix 1 shows, we lack sufficient"policyoff" periods for Sweden, Norway, Austria, and Belgium-the societies in which
consensual incomes policy has been the most durable instrument of economic
policy-and sufficient "policy-on" periods for most remainingcountries.
An interpretationof the role of consensual incomes policy which appears
theoreticallypromising,yet does not attemptto overstretchour interpretationof the
available evidence, is that the relationshipbetween socialist participationin government and consensual incomes policy may be understood as part of a larger
syndrome tying together importantfeatures of industrialrelations, public policy,
party-politicalrelations, and working-class power. An interpretationalong these
lines-which I have elsewhere analyzed in terms of "state/economy linkages"suggests that the relevant patternsof causality may be complex and multi-, rather
than uni-, directional.25Thus, the causality linking durable consensual incomes
policy to social democraticparticipationin governmentmay run in both directions.
Economically,consensual incomes policy has apparentlycontributedto outcomes,
such as lower unemployment,which minimizedisparitieswithin the social democratic constituency and which have electoral payoffs. Politically, consensual incomes policy has served as a means by which the working class can bring its
collective industrialweight into the political arena to press for broad-basedsocial
welfare policies while at the same time shiftingemphasisaway from wage competition and strike activity.26
The influenceof socialist participationin governmenton the incidence of consensual incomes policy is revealed both in aggregatecomparisonsamong countries for
the whole 1950 to 1980 period and in the timing of the introductionof individual
cases of consensual incomes policy.
At the aggregatelevel, as Appendix 1 reveals, there are wide disparitiesin the use
of incomes policy among the societies surveyed. Austria, Norway, Sweden, and
Belgium have experienced consensual incomes policy for most of the 1950to 1980
period. They are followed by Finlandand the Netherlands,which have had consensual incomes policy for about a third of the period. Beyond the Nordic countries,
259
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the Low Countriesand Austria, consensual incomes policy is a relatively unusual
and unstable phenomenon. The Federal Republic of Germany (1967-1977), the
United Kingdom (1964-1966, 1974-1977), Ireland (1977-1980), and Denmark
(1971-1972) have had periods of weakly or moderatelyconsensual incomes policy,
while in Canada,France, Italy, the United States, and Switzerlandthe few cases of
incomes policy have been mixed or more frequently compulsory in orientation.
This aggregate pattern of consensual incomes policy reflects the experience of
many of these societies with socialist participationin government.Those societies
where consensual incomes policy has been a highly institutionalizedfacet of economic strategy are those in which socialist parties have enjoyed long periods of
hegemonic governmentalcontrol, as in Norway and Sweden, or where socialist
parties have participatedas entrenchedcoalition partners,usually in some form of
consociational arrangement,as in Austria, Belgium, and the Netherlands. In Finland, where the extent of socialist control has been somewhat more confined in
time, the turn to consensual incomes policy dates from the victory of the Social
Democrats at the 1966 general election.27
While there is a strong aggregateassociation between consensual incomes policy
and socialist participationin government, we cannot argue that a high level of
socialist participationin governmenthas inevitablyled to consensual incomes policy. As Figure 1 indicates, Denmarkis an obvious exception. The Danish Social
Democratic Party has frequently participatedin government, but consensual incomes policy has been virtually absent. One reason for this appears to be the
difficulty the Social Democratic Party has had in gaining legislative support for
incomes policy bargains.It has neither been able to exercise durablecontrol over
the executive throughlegislative majoritiesof the Left (as in other Scandinavian
countries), nor been part of cooperativeconsociationalarrangementswith Christian
Democratic parties (as in Austria and the Low Countries). In addition, unions in
Denmarkhave carriedinto the present a complex and decentralizedorganizational
structure,much like that of unions in Britainand the United States, inimicalto the
creation and implementationof national bargains.28
The influence of socialist participationin government is clearest at a more
disaggregatedlevel of analysis, particularlyin countriesin which the use of incomes
policy has been discontinuous. In West Germany, "concerted action," which has
provideda forumfor high level discussions between governmentalbodies and functional interest groups, dates from the first post-WorldWar II participationof the
Social Democratic Party in government, in the GrandCoalitionwith the Christian
Democrats formed in 1966.29
The convoluted experience with consensual incomes policy in Britainhas closely
followed the fortunes of the Labour Party. The first post-WorldWar II incomes
policy was pursuedby the Attlee Labourgovernmentin 1948. Since that time, all
three of the post-Attlee Labourgovernmentssucceeded at some point, usually the
beginning of their term of office, in involving the Trades Union Congress in
bargainedwage restraint.
In Finland, as mentionedabove, the adoptionof consensual incomes policy was
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Figure 1 Relation between Rank on Neocorporatist Incomes Policy and Socialist GovernmentalParticipation
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closely linked to the move of the Social Democratic Party into government. As
Voitto Helander has pointed out:
[T]he increasinglyclose cooperationbetween the internallyintegratingorganizationsof
employees and employers was not in itself enough to lead to the establishmentof the
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incomes policy system in 1968. The most importantpoliticalfactors behindthe establishmentof "total solution"for incomes policy were to be found at the parliamentary
level. In the 1966generalelection the Social Democrats,who had been out of office in
the early 1960s, gained a remarkablevictory.30
The same relationship may be seen in the less successful attempts to gain union
consent for incomes policies in France and Italy. Soon after coming to power in
May 1981, the Socialist government in France tried to gain a lasting and broadbased agreement with unions in the major federations which would have included
wage restraint, a course of events that was predicted by Lehmbruch in 1979.31 In
Italy, the first attempts to institutionalize consensual incomes policy were made in
the early 1960s, when the Socialists participated in government. More recent,
though still tentative, moves in the same direction have been assisted, as Marino
Regini has noted, by the Italian Communist Party's move into the government arena
in 1977-78.32
The influence of socialist participation in government has also been evident in the
reverse direction-in instances where a governing socialist party leaves office and
previously institutionalized consensual incomes policy breaks down. This was
clearly the case in the Netherlands after 1959, when decisive changes in the
formulation of incomes policy guidelines and increasing union dissent followed the
exclusion of the Labour Party from the governing coalition.33 The only time that
consensual incomes policy has appeared since then was under the coalition government formed with the Labour Party in 1973. A similar pattern of social democratic electoral defeat and the breakdown of consensual incomes policy can be seen
in Sweden after 1976, when a bourgeois coalition took power after almost four
decades of Social Democratic rule, and in Finland in 1977, when the replacement of
a coalition that had included the Social Democratic Party threatened to disrupt the
existing system of consensual incomes policy.34
While the proposition that consensual incomes policy requires socialist participation in government is supported by an impressive body of evidence, we should note
some exceptions. In Ireland in the late 1970s and in Belgium for most of the period
up to the early 1960s, consensual incomes policies were pursued by governments in
which social democratic parties did not participate. In Ireland, the governing
party, Fianna Fail, is a centrist party which has consistently gained more workingclass votes than the Labour Party. Consensual incomes policy in Belgium during
the period of socialist exclusion from government was formulated largely outside
the legislature and codified by the National Labor Council. In both countries the
resulting incomes policy was weakly consensual. In Ireland, the National Pay
Agreements were intended to be advisory rather than binding and were backed up
by the threat of statutory intervention on the part of the government.35 In Belgium
during the 1950s and early 1960s, the role of the state was relatively small; incomes
policy agreements did not encompass broader issues of social policy or taxation as
they did in the 1970s under coalition governments that included the Socialist
Party.36
In Norway and Austria, highly consensual incomes policies have survived the
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victory of bourgeois parties in general elections in 1965 and 1966, respectively. To
explain these exceptions we must turn to the relative autonomy of interest group
politics from party politics and the parliamentary game in these societies. In both
Norway and Austria, consensual incomes policy is part of a broader set of interest
group relations resulting from a balance of political forces relatively independent of
party politics.37 In these countries the historical experience of intense conflicts
between entrenched and mutually exclusive groups was a vital factor in the establishment of a lasting compromise at the corporate level. As Stein Rokkan observed
in his classic discussion of corporate pluralism in Norway:
The crucial decisions on economic policy are rarely taken in the parties or in Parliament: the central arenais the bargainingtable where the governmentauthoritiesmeet
directlywith the tradeunion leaders, the representativesof the farmers,the smallholders, and the fishermen,and the delegates of the Employers'Association. These yearly
rounds of negotiationhave in fact come to mean more in the lives of rank-and-file
citizens than the formal elections. In these processes of intensive interaction, the
parliamentarynotions of one member, one vote and majorityrule make little sense.
Decisions are not made throughthe counting of heads but throughcomplex considerations of short-termor long-termadvantagesin alternativelines of compromise.38
In Norway and Austria consensual incomes policy is so deeply embedded in class
and group relations and practices that it is relatively independent of changes at the
party level. These societies, as one might expect, have ranked at the top in use of
consensual incomes policy.
In contrast to consensual incomes policy, the compulsory variant has not featured
as a durable part of economic policy in western democracies since World War II.
Compulsory incomes policies have been primarily a response by bourgeois governments to specific economic crises or problems of economic adjustment and have
lasted, on average, just two to three years. Such policies have usually taken the
form of discrete "stages" or "phases," each for a specified duration, beginning with
an abrupt and mandatory wage freeze. With one exception (the Macmillan government, 1961-1962), the instances of compulsory incomes policy listed in Appendix 1
occurred in the late 1960s and 1970s, years of sharply accelerating inflation and
unemployment. Whereas consensual incomes policy is rooted in an encompassing
set of political conditions conducive to an exchange between unions and the state,
the origins of which go back to the decades around the second world war, compulsory incomes policy is a more unstable phenomenon, arising more specifically as a
short-term economic strategy.
From the mid 1970s, influential groupings on the political Right, particularly in
the United States and Britain, questioned the wisdom and efficacy of compulsory
incomes policy. Statutory enforcement was seen to be a blunt instrument for
suppressing inflationary group pressures in the labor market, both because wage
demands tended to explode once legal enforcement was eased and because there
was always the threat that the policy would transform wage disputes into deeper
conflicts involving the political legitimacy of the government itself. This, of course,
is precisely what happened during the 1973-74 coal miners' strike in Britain which
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precipitatedthe generalelection of February1974,fought by the Heath government
on the issue of "Who Governs Britain: the Unions or the Government?".The
present determinationof governmentsof the Right in Britainand the United States
to avoid an explicit incomes policy, and instead rely on neo-laissez-faire and
monetaristpolicies, has been deeply influenced by the experience of compulsory
incomes policy in these countries.39
Consensual Incomes Policy and Trade Union Structure

Consensual incomes policy is typified by a particularmode of implementationas
well as formulationand as such rests on conditions which are just as narrow as
those discussed above. As a numberof scholarshave argued,incomes policy can be
viewed as a means of achieving various collective goods, chief among which is a
more favorabletrade-offbetween unemploymentand inflation.40Implementationof
the policy must, therefore,face the problemsassociated with "free-riders,"individuals or groupswho gain the economic benefits of the policy withoutcontributingthe
restraintnecessary to sustain it. We may distinguishthree types of incentive that
may induce potential "free-riders"to abide by an incomes policy: (1) statutory
incentives, enforced by the courts and dependent on the legitimacy of the authoritative enforcement of labor market outcomes; (2) organizationalincentives,
enforced by tradeunions and employerorganizationsand dependentupon the influence of the peak organizationsof laborand capitalover their constituencies;and (3)
solidary incentives, self-imposed and dependent upon the efficacy of normative
appeals to shared values.
There is a clear connection between these incentives and the types of consensual
and compulsory incomes policy outlined in the first part of this paper. Statutory
incentives, designed to give teeth to wage guidelines, are an essential ingredientin
compulsoryincomes policies; organizationalincentives, exercised throughthe participatingorganizations'purse strings (particularlystrike funds), control of career
advancementin the organization,access to membership,and channelsof legitimate
representation,are vital to consensual incomes policy. Solidaryincentives have not
featured so prominentlyin sustained incomes policies, except perhaps under the
extraordinaryconditions at the onset of the first and second world wars when
incomes policies were effectively buttressed by exhortationsfor wage restraintin
the nationalinterest. However, it should be stressed that, althoughthe pure types
may be analyzed discretely, in practice they are almost never found in isolation.
Incomes policies implementedby unions and employers are very often spiced with
direct or indirect statutory measures, and appeals by governments for wage restraint"in the good of the community,"however ineffective, almost always accompany more instrumentalefforts in the same direction.
The importance of union centralization in implementingconsensual incomes
policy throughorganizationalincentives has been emphasizedby Bruce Heady in
his survey of unions and wage policies in the 1950s and 1960s.
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In practicegovernmentsseeking to have their views on wage movementsadopted are
obliged to work throughcentral union confederations(TUC, AFL-CIO, etc.). Going
over the heads of the confederations and attemptingto persuade individual union
leaders to pitch their wage demands below a given level would arouse immediate
opposition. Hence governmentstry to obtain confederationagreement,in principle,to
a wages policy, and then rely on the central organizationsto obtain their members'
cooperation. For this cooperation to be forthcoming,it seems plausible to hypothesize that considerablepowers would need to be centralizedat the confederationlevel.
In particular,power to intervenein wage negotiationsand strikes would be needed.4'
As Figure 2 illustrates, this hypothesis is confirmed when we compare rankings of
countries on union centralization with rankings on the incidence of consensual
incomes policy, derived from the survey of fifteen countries over the 1950 to 1980
period presented in Appendix I. The relationship is especially clear for societies that
have frequently employed consensual incomes policy: six countries-Austria, Norway, Belgium, Sweden, Finland, and the Netherlands-rank highest on both variables.
Causality here may run in both directions. In the Netherlands, for example, the
pursuit of consensual incomes policy after the second world war encouraged centralization within the three major union federations.42 Similarly, a trend towards the
extension of the responsibilities and influence of the Trades Union Congress has
accompanied incomes policy in Britain, although the overall degree of centralization
remains very low.43 But in most countries the power of union federations vis-a-vis
their constituent unions has been relatively stable in the postwar period, and, at
least in the short or medium term, the association depicted in Figure 2 is to be
explained mainly in terms of the influence of union centralization on the incidence
of consensual incomes policy.
A centralized union movement is not only more proficient in implementing a
consensual incomes policy, but may be more likely to enter into such an agreement
in the first place. As Peter Lange has argued in his analysis of worker consent to
incomes policy, those who belong to a relatively centralized union movement may
be more willing to accept the short-term costs of the policy because they have
greater confidence that the longer-term benefits of compliance will not be eroded by
free-riding.44 This follows from the argument concerning the ability of centralized
unions to exercise organizational incentives. But such confidence in the future
behavior of the participants in an incomes policy may also be sustained by solidarity among workers, by the establishment of loyalties that transcend a particular
work group or union. A centralized union movement both expresses and engenders
such solidarity, especially when it provides workers with the collective opportunity
to vote on an incomes policy. Thus, in terms of the types of incentives set out
above, a centralized union movement also provides a setting for solidary incentives,
and these reduce the uncertainties of embarking on a consensual incomes policy.
An analysis along these lines alerts us to the dynamic character of worker
consent to incomes policy, for, as Lange has emphasized, we must take account of
the way in which the behavior of workers is shaped by their ongoing experience of
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Figure 2 Relation between Rank on NeocorporatistIncomes Policy and Union Confederal
Centralization
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the policy and in particular by whether they learn to trust (or mistrust) the commitment of their fellow participants not to free-ride.45 In other words, the process of
decision-making about whether to participate or not should be regarded as continuous for the duration of the policy.
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The incidence of free-riding also depends on the proportion of the workforce that
is organized and thus party to the incomes policy bargain. Unionized workers will
naturally regard any agreement to restrain their own wages as one-sided unless it
applies to the work force as a whole. Conversely, the more broadly based the
organizations representing labor (and capital), the more they can internalize the
collective benefits of a policy they pay for. This point has been stressed by Mancur
Olson in his study of the conditions of economic growth.
The incentives facing an encompassingspecial-interestorganizationare dramatically
differentfrom those facing an organizationthat representsonly a narrow segment of
society. If an organizationrepresents,say, a thirdof the income-producingcapacity of
a country, its memberswill, on average, obtain about a third of the benefit from any
effort of makingthe society more productive. The organizationwill thereforehave an
incentiveto make sacrificesup to a point for policies and activities that are sufficiently
rewardingfor the society as a whole.46
The level of unionization is also an important determinant of union market power
and as such influences the need on the part of the state to come to an understanding
with unions. Where the level of unionization is lowest-in the United States,
France, and Switzerland-public
policy is characterized by an emphasis on
laissez-faire or direct linkages between the state and business interests in which
unions are junior partners or are excluded altogether.47
The role of union centralization in creating the conditions for consensual incomes
policy brings up the interesting question of how centralized union movements cope
with the inevitable strains that arise among diverse groupings of workers when
wages are negotiated at the national level. In practice, as Klaus Armingeon has
noted, the relatively centralized union movements which have participated in consensual incomes policy have tried to diffuse potential conflicts by tolerating some
combination of wage drift and decentralized bargaining, while not ruling out the
option of "free collective bargaining" at some future date.48 Even the most centralized union federations have tried to strike some balance between national
coordination, on the one hand, and union and shopfloor autonomy, on the other.
Tensions arising from national bargains have been dealt with in a variety of ways.
In Norway, wage bargaining has occasionally been shifted down to individual
unions, as in 1961 and 1974, while in Sweden the major union federation (LO) has
avoided formal contracts at the national level, preferring instead to present national
bargains to individual unions in the form of recommendations.49 In both countries,
wage drift outside the negotiated norms has served to mollify better paid blue-collar
workers opposed to the narrowing of wage differentials. In Austria, where the union
federation (OeGB) was established after the second world war as a unitary organization with industrial affiliates, the consequences of extreme organizational centralization have been moderated by a relatively decentralized system of industrial
bargaining, vetted (but not conducted) at the national level.50
Where union movements are extremely decentralized, participation in consensual
incomes policy has exposed them to severe internal conflicts, both within and
among their constituent unions. Decentralized union movements not only lack
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organizational incentives to dissuade free-riding, but also tend to be characterized
by relatively weak class solidarity and more intense wage competition among their
members.
Perhaps the outstanding example of such a situation is Britain, which has had the
problematic combination of an extremely decentralized union federation and three
periods of social democratic government since the second world war. Decentralized
union movements tend, understandably, to be wary of entering into bargains which
they are ill-equipped to implement, but in Britain the Labour Party has overcome
such resistance by offering unions the prospect of favorable social and economic
policies and advantageous legislation and by appealing for unity in the labor
movement to meet acute economic crisis. The eventual collapse of the consensual
incomes policies that were pursued from 1964 to 1966 and from 1975 to 1977 was, in
each case, influenced by the dashing of the original hopes that lay behind them and
the inability of the TUC and individual unions to relieve internal stresses caused by
much publicized free-riders. The underlying logic of decentralized and uncoordinated wage bargaining pursued by a large number of autonomous groups has been
described by Samuel Beer.
A wage gain for any such group is not likely in itself to have a significanteffect upon
the overalllevel of wages and any consequentprice rise. Yet such a gain is purebenefit
for the group. Hence, even if the groupdoes recognizethe need for overall wage-price
stability, it will be greatly tempted to refuse the immediateburden and try for the
immediategain. If it does not do this and forgoes the immediategain, it confrontsthe
probabilityof a double loss from not only its self-denial,but also the generalprice rise
broughtaboutas other unionsyield to the very rationaltemptationto do what it has not
done.51

The British experience testifies to the complexities and time-lags involved in
political learning. The lessons of the failures of consensual incomes policy only
slowly permeated the strategies of unions and the Labour Party, to the point where,
as of the time of writing, the dominant majority of both wings of the labor
movement sharply oppose the return to formal incomes policy. Of the major British
political parties, only the Social Democrats and Liberals now emphasize incomes
policy as part of their economic program.
Where union structure is highly decentralized, the symbolic significance of incomes policy agreements expressing political harmony may be as important as their
role in economic policy. The "social contract," worked out between trade union
leaders and the Labour Party in the last two years of the Heath government, was
studiously vague on the issue of how wage restraint should actively be accomplished.
In the United States, where union structure is as decentralized as in Britain, a major
plank of President Carter's 1980 reelection platform was a "National Accord," an
incomes policy agreement signed between AFL-CIO leaders and the administration
envisioning "American labor's involvement and cooperation with the Administration on important national issues."52
In terms of union structure, Denmark is nearer to Britain than to its Scandinavian
neighbours, with the result that it proves an exception to the Nordic/Low Country
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syndromeof centralizedunion structure,socialist participationin government, and
consensual incomes policy.53 In both Britain and Denmark, governments have been

prone to use statutory incentives in addition to, or in place of, organizational
incentives exercised by unions. When we combine the rankingon socialist participationin governmentwith that for union centralization,Britainand Denmarkfinish,
as we would expect, nearerto their rankon consensual incomes policy. Mainlyfor
this reason, a combined rankingalong these lines is very strongly associated with
that for consensual incomes policy (rho = 0.91).54

Conclusion
The requisitesof consensual incomes policy that have been discussed here, socialist
participationin governmentand centralizedtrade union structure,coincide only in
the Nordic countries, the Low Countries, and Austria. Many of the remaining
societies pursuedsome form of incomes policy in the post-1950period, but in most
cases the policy lasted only a short time. Without stable social democratic governance, consensual incomes policy is unlikely to be attempted, and without centralizedtrade unions, it is unlikelyto be a viable policy in the mediumterm. To the
extent that incomes policy has been pursuedin such countries, it has tended to be
more compulsoryin orientation,either because the governmentcould not gain the
cooperationof union confederationsor because union confederationscould not gain
the compliance of individualtrade unions and their members.
These observations suggest that consensual incomes policy is unlikely to arise
outside its present geographicalboundariesin any lasting form. However, this is a
conditionalfinding, an extrapolationof existing tendencies in union structureand
party-politicalcompetition.
In addition, there are signs that the organizationalbases of consensual incomes
policy may be weakening. First, there has been a well-documentedpopulist movement in several western industrializedsocieties for greaterindividualparticipation
and "self-actualization."In the sphere of industrialrelations this movement has
been manifestedin demandsfor greaterdecentralizationof decision-makingwithin
unions and in the wave of spontaneousstrikes at the end of the 1960sand beginning
of the 1970s,especially markedin Italy, France, West Germany,and Sweden. Even
where such demands are resisted, the existence of a dissatisfied minority of
potential activists places an obvious constrainton the willingness of union leaders
to commit themselves to centralized wage restraint.55
Consensualincomes policies are threatenednot only within, by demandsfrom the
shop floor, but from without, by the mobilizationof new groups. Here, a major
challenge has been the growth of unions composed of white-collar/professional
employees which have often pursuedpolicies at odds with union federationsdominated by blue-collarworkers. Competitionbetween these groups may be intense as
white-collar/professionalworkers strive to protect their pay differentialsand occupational privileges against blue-collarinroads. The potentiallydestabilizingconsequences of this for consensual incomes policy were revealed particularlyclearly in
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the militantstrike of Swedish professionalemployees (SACO) in 1971, which was
precipitatedby efforts of the major union federation (LO) to equalize pay among
differentgroups of workers. More recently, wage competitionbetween public and
private sector unions in Sweden greatly complicated attempts to avoid the breakdown of negotiations that led to the general lockout of 1980.56
Paradoxically,the organizationof professionalworkers into separateconfederations is, in large part, a result of the industrialprincipleof union organizationthat
characterizes the most centralized union movements. As Klaus von Beyme has
noted, the industrialprincipleof union organizationexcludes white-collarworkers
who wish to form separateunions from the mainbody of unionists.57Thus the major
confederationsof Norway and Sweden encompass a smaller share of total union
membershipthan do those in the United States or Britain.
Whether these developments will fundamentallyalter the organizationalfoundations of consensual incomes policy remainsto be seen. But they do indicate that
we cannot extrapolatethe experience of the three decades dealt with in this paper
into the futureand that the attemptto promotecentralizedbargainsin the sphere of
industrialrelations is becoming more complex as qualitativelynew demands are
raised and new groups crowd into the policy arena.
Appendix1 Overview of Incomes Policies in Fifteen Countries, 1950-1980
Austria
1950-1957 Moderately consensual Intermittent collaboration in the context of the "Social
Partnership."
1957-1966 Highly consensual Highly institutionalized system of bargained wage and price
regulation implemented through the essentially tripartite Joint Commission for Prices and
Wages.
1966-1980 Highly consensual Generally the same as above, except that government representatives sat on the Joint Commission on Wages and Prices as advisers only and the state role
in wage regulation became more informal.
Belgium
1950-1960 Weakly consensual Although no formal incomes policy, agreements between
unions and employers with indirect state influence in the context of consociational institutions with tripartite representation.
1960-1970 Weakly consensual Centralized "social programming" agreements between unions
and employers. However, increasing decentralization in collective bargaining and dissensus
at the national level.
1970-1975 Moderately consensual Return to greater emphasis on national bilateral "social
programming" agreements with indirect state involvement.
1976 Weakly compulsory State-initiated wage restraint with statutory implementation, mainly
through selective taxation of wage increases in the private sector.
1977-1980 Weakly consensual Same as 1970-1975, except that negotiations took place under
threat of statutory policy if no agreement forthcoming.

Canada
1969-1970 Mixed Bilateral agreement between government and employers on guidelines for
price (and wage) increases to be implemented by business.
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1975-1978 Moderately compulsory Comprehensive and unilateral state program of wage and
price controls enforced statutorily in the face of union opposition.

Denmark
1963-1967Mixed Unilateralstate interventionand legislationof a "generalsolution"regulating wages, prices, and profits, with the supportof the unions.
1971-1972Weaklyconsensual Centralized,tripartiteagreement,with governmentprice controls and threat of statutoryinterventionif no compromisereached.
1976-1980 WeaklycompulsoryUnilateralwage and price controls, statutorilyenforced with
employer supportand union acquiescence.
FederalRepublicof Germany
1967-1969Moderatelyconsensual Institutionalizedmultipartiteforum for consensual diseussion in the context of government-suppliedorientationdata (concerted action), with no
formal bargainingand no formal state role in wage negotiations.
1969-1977Weaklyconsensual Same as above, except that concerted action was restricted
more to a symbolic role as consensus declined and unions opposed state attemptsto utilize
the forum as a means of wage restraint.
Finland
1968-1973 Highly consensual Centralized, tripartite, comprehensive agreement (including
broad economic and social policy measures alongside wages) implementedby unions and
employers with extensive statutory back-upprovisions.
1974-1977 Moderately consensual Same as above, except that the agreements were somewhat
less comprehensive in scope.

1978 Weakly consensual Union and employer backed statutory policy in context of comprehensive agreement.
1979-1980 Moderately consensual Same as 1974-1977.

France
1963-1964 Failure of the multipartite"Conferenceon Incomes" to provide a basis for the
integrationof incomes policy into economic planning.Thereafter,focus on various price
controls and intermittentattempts to use moral suasion to restrainwage claims.
Ireland

1957-1959 After discussions with government, a nonbinding"Joint Agreement of Guiding
Principles," focusing mainly on wage restraint, negotiated bilaterally between unions and

employers.
1963-1965Underthreatof unilateralstatutoryintervention,bipartitewage agreementbetween
unions and employers.

1970-1976Mixed Bipartiteunion/employer"NationalPay Agreements"with ad hoc government intervention and legislation to help enforce them.
1977-1980 Weakly consensual National union/employer agreement involving indirect state
intervention through tax concessions, job creation, and improved welfare benefits in return
for income restraint.
Italy

1961-1964 Tentative moves towards bargainedincomes policy in the context of a broad
economic program with the establishment of the tripartite National Committee for Economic Planning. After 1964 the body was not reconvened.
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The Netherlands
1950-1959 Highly consensual Highly institutionalized, tripartite system of wage regulation in
the context of a comprehensive program including emphasis on price controls and employment and administered by the participating organizations, although backed up by statutory
powers.
1959-1963 Consensual breakdown Movement towards more diversified, industry-specific
criteria for wage regulation in the context of more decentralized and conflictual negotiation.
1963-1967 Mixed Attempts by the state to reconstitute the previous centralized system of
wage regulation in the face of union recalcitrance.
1969-1970 Moderately compulsory Unilateral state policy in face of union opposition to
unacceptable wage agreements.
1973-1974 Weakly consensual Tripartite coordination of wage claims and government economic policy, reinforced by statutory provisions.
1975-1977 Weakly compulsory After failure of the "social contract" between the coalition
government and the unions in 1973-74, unilateral state policy of relatively wide scope (not
confined to wages, but extending to incomes generally), statutorily enforced.
1979-1980 Moderately compulsory Unilateral government policy of severe wage restraint,
statutorily enforced.
Norway
1950-1951 Mixed Comprehensive price and wage controls administered by the state through
binding awards, with union and employer support.
1952-1961 Weakly consensual Indirect government influence over centralized bargaining between unions and employers.
1962-1965 Moderately consensual With formation of the multipartite Contact Committee,
including most prominently state, union, and employer representatives, more government
influence over consensual, centralized wage bargaining.
1966 Weakly compulsory Binding arbitration after union members voted against a proposed
national settlement.
1967-1972 Moderately consensual Same as 1962-1965.
1972-1973 Highly consensual Tripartite and highly institutionalized system of wage regulation
involving broad-ranging taxation and government subsidy policies, with back-up compulsory arbitration of wage claims.
1974 Weakly consensual Decentralized bargaining at the industry and branch levels, with
central wage guidelines.
1975-1976 Highly consensual Same as 1972-1973.
1976-1978 Highly consensual Same as above, except that participation of peak organizations
and the state at the national level further institutionalized in "combined settlements"
(kombinierte oppgjor).
1978-1979 Weakly compulsory Compulsory arbitration after unions and employers failed to
come to an agreement. This was followed by a general prices and incomes policy implemented statutorily but supported by the union federation (LO).
1980 Highly consensual Return to a "combined settlement" implemented by unions and
employers themselves.
Sweden
1949-1952 Attempts by the government to induce unions to accept voluntary wage restraint.
Rejected by the Trade Union Federation (LO) in 1952.
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1956-1975Moderatelyconsensual Centralizedagreementsbetween unions and employers in
the context of detailed considerationof the wider consequences of theirjoint actions and
state economic and social policy programs.At times the role of the state was explicit, as in
1969 with the personal interventionof the ministerof finance in public employee negotiations and in 1971 with extraordinarygovernmentlegislation to suspend public employee
strike.
1975-1976Highly consensual Centralized,tripartite,and comprehensiveagreement(involving
reductionof direct taxationand increase in employers'contributionsalongsidewage settlement) implementedby the participatingorganizations.
1977-1980Moderatelyconsensual Increasedgovernmentrole in nationalwage bargainingthat
took place in more conflictual atmosphere, culminatingin breakdownof neocorporatist
negotiationsin 1980.
1980 Direct governmentintervention to induce employers to accept a mediation offer (to
which the unions had already consented) following a general strike.
Switzerland
1972-1975Occasionalmoral suasion exerted throughinstitutionalizedsurveillanceof prices,
wages, and profits.

United Kingdom

1961-1962ModeratelycompulsoryA wages freeze, unilaterallyimposed by the state in the
public sector after the failure of negotiationswith the TUC.
1962-1964 Unilateralwage guidelines pursued mainly throughmoral suasion.
1964-1966 Weaklyconsensual Tripartiteagreementof narrow policy scope (with focus on
wage restraint)to be enforced by trade unions.
1966-1970ModeratelycompulsoryUnilateralgovernmentpolicy of wages freeze followed by
restraint, acquiesced in by the TUC and enforced with statutorymeasures.
1972-1974Highly compulsoryUnilateralstatutorywages freeze, followed by elaboratesystem
of restraint, in the face of union hostility.
1974 Weaklyconsensual The "social contract"based on mutualunderstandingsbetween the
trade unions and LabourParty, of wide policy scope (includingextensive price controls)
with the promise on the part of unions to exercise wage restraint.
1975-1977 Moderatelyconsensual Explicit agreementof moderately wide scope bargained
between the government, the TUC, and the CBI, and implementedby unions and employers.
1977-1978WeaklycompulsoryUnilateralpolicy of narrowpolicy scope acquiesced in by the
TUC and administeredby the state.
United States

1971-1973Highly compulsory Unilateralwages and prices freeze followed by restraintand
enforced statutorily.
1973-1974 Moral suasion buttressed by partial system of compulsory notificationof price
increases.

1978WeaklycompulsoryNarrowpolicy of wage guidelinesenforcedthroughstate pressureon
employers and abortive attemptto legislate tax incentives for compliantemployees.
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Appendix 2

The rank order for consensual incomes policy is derived from numericalscores based on
additionof years in each policy period weighted by mixed (0.5), weak (1.0), moderate(1.5),
and strong (2.0), as evaluatedfor each period in Appendix 1, with differencesof 0.5 counting
as ties.
The rank order for socialist governmentalparticipationis derived from data on social
democratic/laborcabinet participation,1946-1976, presented in Korpi and Shalev, "Strikes,
IndustrialRelations and Class Conflict," pp. 178-179 (see note 24).
The rank order for trade union centralizationis that presented in Schmitter, "Interest
Intermediationand Regime Governability,"p. 294 (see note 1).
The results derived from the statistical method used here were comparedto results computed in two alternativeways.
(1) Pearson correlationsbetween sets of cardinaldata that provided the basis for certain
rank orders, both reportedhere and several not reported(e.g., percent unionization, 19461976; left votes, 1946-1976;exports as percent of GDP for various years; postwar cabinet
participation,1946-1976; inflation, 1960-1980; average standardizedunemployment, 19641980). Pearson correlationsderived from this data were very close to Spearmanrho coefficients calculatedfrom rank orders on the same data base, with absolute differencesgenerally
less than 0.10. Pearsoncorrelationsbetween sets of cardinaldata and rank orders treated as
cardinaldata were all greater than 0.9 and generallygreater than 0.95.
(2) Correlations were calculated between consensual incomes policy in four ordinal
categoriesand other cardinaland ordinalvariables.The categoriesfor incomes policy were as
follows: consistent consensual incomes policy (4): Austria, Norway, Belgium, Sweden; frequent consensual incomes policy (3): Finland,the Netherlands;occasional use of consensual
incomes policy (2): West Germany, United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark;negligible use of
consensualincomes policy: Canada,France, Italy, the United States, Switzerland.Using this
categorization,simple correlationswere almost identicalwith Spearmancoefficients derived
from the rank orders.
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